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REFLECTIONS ON THE HISTORY OF THE FIFTY PLUS RUN 

By Don Carpenter, (Race Director Emeritus and Member of the Founding Board of 50 Plus) 

The 50+ run, an 8 K race on the sprawling campus of Stanford University, was held for the first time in 

1984. It grew to respectable size in the mid 1990s, developed an identity crisis in the late 1990s and 

early 2000s, and then in 2008 died away, 25 years after the first participants crowded the starting line 

on Sam MacDonald Road. Over the 25 years, some 4000 to 5000 individuals took part, each one at least 

50 years of age at the time. Two photos illustrate the spirit that animated so many people over the years 

as they charged toward the finish line, rain or shine. 

                                

                                                 Finishing in the rain at the 8 K in 1991 

                                    

                                Stephen Schaffran, foreground, followed by Ray Stewart, 1997 8 K 
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The 50+ 8 K, in its later years called the Paul Spangler 8 K in memory of its oldest participant (photo), 

was in many ways both my personal achievement and a reflection of my personal failings, never 

reaching the level of outside financial and organizational support that I thought it deserved. 

Nonetheless, the race was a thrilling, many faceted event each time it was run.  

                                    

                                              Paul Spangler, then 94, finishing the 8 K in 1992. 

The following historical record is dedicated to everyone who participated in the annual 8 K race and 

related events over the years, be they runner, race walker, fitness walker, course monitor, timer, split 

timer, finish line helper, T shirt distributor, registrar, course marker, banjo player, cyclist, cake cutter, 

etc., etc., etc. You know who you are. The record follows the 8 K through the years since 1984, 

mentioning some of the outstanding performances, capturing a few good moments in photos, recalling 

the devoted efforts of those who helped make the Sunday morning events happen, and describing 

lighter moments such as the near fiasco with the portable toilet in nearby Barron Park.  

I have mentioned the names of many of the runners in the text, and in an appendix have posted the 

names of all the runners in each of two years, 1991 and 2002.  

The 50+ 8 K was for years an elite race, welcoming high performances and team participation. Our 

dream, however, was for it to be a joyful experience for everyone, however fast or slow. The photo 

above, taken in a pouring rain, provides evidence that there was success in this area as well.  

In the future I hope to add more photos to this history.  If you have one or more good photos from our 

8K events, let me know by email at don_carpenter@hotmail.com. 

THE FOUNDING OF THE FIFTY PLUS RUNNERS ASSOCIATION 

In the fall of 1979 a man named Ibrohim Clark attended a Runners World Expo at Rickey’s Hyatt House in 

Palo Alto. He arranged to set up a table among the exhibitors and began inviting passersby to become 

members of a Fifty Plus Runners Association. This was a time of widespread belief in the psychological 

and physical benefits that running could offer people in their middle years, especially if they had 

previously been sedentary. People stopped and expressed interest when Ibrohim explained that 
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members of the proposed association could be subjects of research projects such as those being 

conducted in labs across the country, an example being Peter Wood’s measurements at Stanford of 

differences in the levels of certain lipoproteins in the blood of runners versus the levels in non-runners. 

Ibrohim was a strange guy. He was full of what appeared to be promising projects, but as far as I could 

tell, the idea of a Fifty Plus Runners Assocation was the only one that took root, and that was in large 

part because of Peter Wood.  

After the strong show of interest by visitors at the Expo, Ibrohim asked Peter Wood, Dave Stevenson, 

Dale Yee, and me to join him on a founding board of directors. Peter was the most obvious choice for 

such a board, being not only a lifelong runner but himself involved in the very kind of research that 

Ibrohim hoped would make getting old a lot more fun than it had been in the past. Dave, a highly 

regarded professor of Materials Science at Stanford, was great window dressing, being something of a 

legend in triathlon circles.  Dale, a proud member of the parachute team that helped to liberate the 

Phillipines near the close of World War II, played an active role in the Chinese Community Center of the 

Mid-peninsula and was a great spokesman for physical fitness. I had been a member of the Stanford 

Angell Field Ancients running group for 6 years and was having the time of my life entering races and 

taking part in weekday runs with the Ancients. My credentials could perhaps be summarized as “born 

again runner.” 

                                                        

A group of Stanford’s Angell Field Ancient runners, 1974. Dave Stevenson at left front, Peter Wood at center 

front, Don Carpenter between them and just behind. 

My memory is vague on how Fifty Plus came to life in the next two or three years. Ibrohim had started a 

newsletter and was mailing it to anyone who had expressed an interest in the new organization. Then in 

1982 he abruptly left the immediate area, leaving behind a cardboard box filled with newsletter copies 

and application forms that had been filled out by prospective Fifty Plus members at one time or another.  
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At this point Peter Wood stepped in and with the help of a few local exercise enthusiasts, took over as 

leader of the fledgling Fifty Plus group. 

 THE IDEA OF A 50+ RUN 

At one of our founders’ board meetings in 1980 or 1981 I suggested that we stage a 5 mile race for 

people over 50. Betty and I had previously participated in a Masters only race in San Francisco, and we 

had both liked the idea of running with folks who were born when we were, looked like us, and even to 

some extent acted like us. As a test of the waters, we began to conduct informal 50+ races in 1981. The 

events were held every month or two, beginning at familiar places such as Foothill College or College of 

San Mateo. At these venues there was plenty of parking as well as institutional tolerance for the small 

mobs that participated in weekly fun runs sponsored by Runners World. Our events, essentially without 

registration fees, were announced in a special section on running events in the San Jose Mercury News. 

The events were a success, attracting 20 to 30 runners at a time.  Dale Yee and his wife Roberta twice 

served hot chocolate at a hastily set up card table in the Foothill College parking lot.. On one occasion I 

was astounded to welcome not only Ulrich Kaempf, a regular winner in the 50+ division of Northern 

California races, but also Jim O’Neil of San Diego, a world class 50+ runner, who just happened to be in 

town. Expecting nothing more than a relaxed workout, both were suddenly faced by serious 

competition. They wound up working hard and finished close together (I don’t recall the order; at our 

runs we called time at the finish line but left it up to the runners to take note of their times. 

                                                        

                                              Ray Stewart, (left) later president of 50+, with Jim O’Neil 

THE FIRST SANCTIONED FIFTY PLUS RUN 

Our first official Fify Plus run took place in March, 1984 on a five mile course at Stanford. The run was 

sandwiched between Winter and Spring quarters so as to minimize the number of people milling around 

and serving as obstacles to the runners. We had a well measured two mile course and proposed to run it 

twice, with an extra mile tacked on at the end. Peter Wood and I announced the run to the Fifty Plus 

membership, and he proposed holding a meeting of the association afterward.  

I still don’t know exactly how it was that the Sri Chinmoy running club came to manage the run for us. In 

1993 they were holding well organized races in the Bay Area and it was probably on such an occasion 

that I talked to Sundari Michaelian, one of their key people, and found that they would be pleased to 
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put on a race for us in the Spring of 1984. It seemed that Sri Chinmoy was a 52-year old Indian guru who 

had become obsessed with running and whose band of dedicated acolytes would have reason to 

support a group of older exercise buffs such as ours. 

Indeed, the event proceeded smoothly in the practiced hands of the Sri Chinmoy group, with 63 runners 

taking part. As it became our custom, we divided them into 5 year age categories from 50 to 150. The 

first male finisher in 30:28.1 was 52 year old Ralph Boyd, while first female, at 35:06.5 was 50 year old 

Ruth Waters. Among the people whom I already knew or whose names I had seen on Bay Area Race 

results or on signup lists for our earlier fun runs were Phil Larson, Ray Stewart, Bill Flodberg, Richard 

Laine, Jim Nicholson, Bill Bowers, Ed Good, Peter Wood, Dale Yee, Len Wallach, Joe Goodman, Stan 

Greenberg, and Judy Golding. A particularly notable time of 33:51.4 was turned in by 67 year old Ed 

Preston of San Francisco and an even more remarkable time of 47:04.9 by 85 year old Paul Spangler, 

who was an understandably a strong advocate of increasing the number of age divisions at races. 

In a cover letter to the runners, Sundari included the following: “On behalf of all our club members, I 

want to thank you all for coming. We enjoyed the race and all of you. There was a very nice atmosphere 

of oneness and mutual appreciation among you that was a joy to see and be a part of. Sri Chinmoy (who 

will be 53 this year) always encourages us to transcend ourselves and do more than we think we can – 

to feel that there is no limit to what we can do if we are willing to try. You were all great examples of 

this and a real inspiration to us! At this point we are planning to put on this race again next year, so tell 

all your 49-year-old friends to get ready!” 

                                                     

                                       Ralph Boyd, first place finisher in the inaugural 50 + 8 K 

We were indeed hoping that the Sri Chinmoy club would manage our race in 1985, but this was not to 

be. We were told of a new requirement for their races (probably imposed by Sri Chinmoy himself), 

namely repeated loops over a 1 mile course. Being ‘long distance runners,’ we had no interest in 

confining our race to a one mile loop, especially on the sprawling Stanford campus, so we realized that it 

was going to be up to us to organize our 1985 race. 

Sadly, there was a fatal flaw in such a plan. Regular running clubs usually had members of all ages, held 

one or two club workouts each week, sent teams to compete in various races, and from time to time 

mobilized all hands when the club itself was putting on an event. The Fifty Plus association was doing 
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essentially none of these things. The members were all in favor of sponsoring an annual run, but each 

person wanted to be in the run, not at a corner holding a flag or at a registration table until just before 

the starting gun. It was a flaw that we had to live with and never did overcome. 

It is ironic that my long-held desire to have an organized running club manage our run had been 

achieved, at least temporarily, in the very first year of our run’s existence. 

FINDING RACE DAY VOLUNTEERS 

After 1984, a certain amount of creativity was needed each year as we scrambled to get a team of race 

officials. A few 50+ types did in fact pitch in, among them Don Anhorn, Jim Turner, and John Law. All  

three were veteran runners, Jim an exceptional biathlete not yet 50, John, guaranteed good workouts by 

living at the top of a hill, and Don, who taped target splits to his left wrist but made them largely 

irrelevant by his flying start. 

Over time we found race day volunteers in many places. Some were City of Palo Alto Recreation 

Department employees, people who put on an annual series of races such as the Dog’s Best Friend Run 

and the Moonlight Run, all part of what they called the Grand Prix series. The power behind these races 

was Tom Osborne, who willingly helped at our events by letting us borrow flag lines, finish chutes, 

walkie talkies, his booming voice as starter, and also the starting gun itself. The gun could be heard all 

over the area as Tom stood with arm raised before a group of puzzled recreational walkers or before a 

mass of excited runners as they crowded onto the peripheral road around the stadium. 

                                                         

                   Don Anhorn, off to his usual flying start, in a one mile race held in Palo Alto in 1991 
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      Tom Knight, John Law, and the author in the stadium after a  Biz School 10 K race on the campus 

                                                   

                      Tom Osborne (right) at the Annual Palo Alto Grand Prix award ceremony 

The really nice thing about the City people was that each knew exactly what he or she would be doing 

and then proceeded to do it. In addition to Tom there was Leslie Burchyns, absolute master of race day 

registration. Whatever the problem presented by one or more anxious runners, Leslie had a quick, often 

creative, solution. Other volunteers at registration would perform nobly, but it was Leslie who captained 

the ship. There is a bench at the Palo Alto Baylands dedicated to Leslie by her co-workers at the Rec 

Department. As I stroll by this bench on a visit to a neighboring view point, I recall with pleasure just 

how utterly unflappable and thoroughly dependable she was. 

While Tom presided loudly at the start line and also at the finish, Paul Farnsworth was our course guy, 

marking the turns, greeting the course monitors when (and if) they arrived, telling them what to do, and 

in general getting the job done under what could be strange circumstances. In the late 1980s and early 

1990s we received help from the VA hospital in nearby Menlo Park in the form of 10 or more course 

monitors. Having heard about a substantial group of Vietnam vets in a special Post Traumatic Stress 

Disorder (PTSD) program, we had arranged for some of the participants to come as a group. Paul would 

collect them and any other course volunteers that we had found and launch the drama in which 

someone with an orange flag would operate at each corner where the runners were supposed to turn 

(or in some cases not supposed to turn), yelling “looking good!” as the runners passed and making sure 

that each one went the right way. 
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THE SECOND FIFTY PLUS RUN 

Our 1985 race, again 5 miles in length, drew 82 runners. The first male finisher, as in 1984, was Ralph 

Boyd. His 30:32 was followed closely at 30:38 by Peter Wood, now Fifty Plus president. The first woman 

was 52-year-old Hanna Szoke at 39:42. Notable performances were those by 63-year-old John Gilkey at 

34:06 and Stanford Librarian David Weber, 60, at 34:18. Norm Lloyd, 52, who once flirted with the 4 

minute mile as a Stanford undergraduate, turned in a respectable 30:52. Ibrohim Clark, founding  

                                                            

                                                               Norm Lloyd in the 1985 8 K race 

member of Fifty Plus, took part, as did Keith Johnsgard, professor of psychology at San Jose State 

University and now Fifty Plus board member. I am pleased to note that my wife Betty Carpenter, then 

51, finished in 46:52, just before the oldest runner, Paul Spangler, now 86.  

                     

                                              50 + 8 K start on Sam MacDonald Road, 1985 

After the race an award ceremony was held next to the Track House at Angell Field. A photo shows me 

announcing names, while Peter at right offered congratulations and award ribbons or medals. [FOTO 

PW50+85etc.]After the award ceremony many of the runners adjourned to Peter’s campus home for 

what had become the annual meeting of the association. A photo shows Peter standing before a relaxed 
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gathering of runners, probably reporting on research programs such as the Precursors of Arthritis study 

that began in the early 1980s and which was comparing a cadre of Fifty Plus members such as Betty and 

I with a corresponding group of people who were of similar age but were not active physically. Betty is 

shown sitting on the floor and facing away from Peter.  

                                         

                   Peter Wood, addressing an annual meeting of the 50 + Association at his home, circa 1985 

THE BANJO BAND 

In the first years of the race, when most of the action occurred along or near Sam MacDonald Road, a 

group of 10 or 15 characters wearing colorful red shirts or jackets would arrive at Angell Field part way 

through the race. They would immediately array themselves on chairs near the track and begin 

strumming away on banjos as the runners were finishing.  It was a very distinctive sound, joyful and a 

true celebration of the spirit of running after 50. As I vaguely recall, we did not pay them a fixed fee, but 

instead made a modest financial donation to a charity they represented. 

THE THIRD FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 1986 the number of runners increased by one, to 83, but the fastest male times dropped below 30 

minutes, headed at 29;11 by noted California runner Ross Smith, first in the 55-59 division and Bill 

Bugler at 29:19 in the 50-55 group. First woman in the remarkable time of 37:40 was Jackie Caselli, a 

member of the 60-64 age division! (photo)                                                              

THE FOURTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 1987 the number of runners increased to 92. The first male was Jerry Lewis at 30:42 and the first 

woman Elizabeth Ross at 35:58. Ray Stewart was 3d overall as he won the 60-64 men’s division in 31:40, 

just ahead of Richard Laine, first in the 55-59 group at 32:07. A notable time of 34:40 was turned in by 

Paul Reese, 13th overall and best by far in the 65-69 division. Percy Alvarado won in the men’s 70-74 

group in 40:20 and Joe Goodman headed the 75-79 men with a 44:43. 
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                                                     Jackie Caselli, female runner extraodinaire  

THE FIFTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

By 1988 we had become accustomed to seeing certain runners who made a point of attending our 

event, among them Ray Stewart (later president of Fifty Plus), Bill Flodberg, David Weber, Ed Good, 

Barden Finch, Howard Powers, Stan Greenberg, Jack Graf, Dale Yee, and Judy Golding.                               

                                     

Publicity photo, taken for a calendar in 1983. From left Mark Ricaud, Traute Monroe, Joe Goodman, unknown, 

Bud Rubin, and Betty Carpenter. Most were regular participants in the 8 K. 
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The first male finisher in 1988 was Peter Leal in 29:53.7, followed closely by Jerry Lewis at 30:04.2. First 

woman was Marty Maricle in 38:25.3. Having confidence in our course, which at that time required only 

a few monitors, and in our finish line crew, anchored by Dave Corner from the City of Palo Alto 

Recreation Department, I had decided to enter the race myself. It was a bad decision and I never did it 

again until 2008, long after my left knee had decided it was too late for serious running. In any case, I 

had been up most of the night prior to the 1988 race with the usual preparations and was glad to simply 

finish in 34:08.4, in 2d place in the 55-59 division. 

Having seen the number of runners double between 1984 and 1988, I was inspired to write a cover 

letter announcing that in 1989 we would shorten the race by 0.029 miles to 8 K. There was something 

about metric units that seemed to be increasingly important to the running community, and whatever 

that something was, we wanted to be part of it. 

THE SIXTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

From 1984 to 1989 our race featured repeated laps on the 2-mile Peterson loop with start and finish 

along the somewhat narrow but very convenient Sam MacDonald road. A photo, taken near the start of 

the 1989 event, shows the surging pack only a few seconds after Tom Osborne’s starting gun. Among 

the lead runners was Chuck Fox, wearing number 2645. A powerful runner, Chuck was leading at the 

two mile mark, but at that point (famously contemptuous of organized competition) elected to join his 

wife Issy and young children as a spectator. Just to the left of Chuck in the photo is Sister Marion Irvine, 

whose excellent time is noted below.  

                   

                                                                               Start of the 50+ 8 K in 1989 
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There were 233 runners in 1989, a spectacular increase over the previous year. First male was Abe 

Underwood at 29.24.3. Ray Stewart led the 60-64 men with a fast 30:30.4. Among the women 50-54, 

Eve Pell stood out with a 32:46.2 time, followed by Mary Marsolais at 34:51.0 and Karen Scannel at 

35:04.9. Celebrated Bay Area runner Sister Marion Irvine turned in an excellent 35:12.7 to lead the 55-

59 women. Jackie Caselli ran an impressive 39:49.9 as first in the 65-69 women’s group. Among the still 

older types, Mel Shine ran a remarkable 41:34.5 to win the 80-84 men’s division, and Paul Spangler, now 

past 90, celebrated his return to the race with a 59:35.2.  

FINISH TIME RECORDING 

Finish time recording was in a state of flux in the 1980s. At the first few races we handed numbered 

tongue depressors to the finishing runners, which they then handed in along with names and ages as 

entered on their chest numbers. Beginning in 1989 we engaged a small professional group led by Vic 

Khachadurian, who would arrive at the last moment with a flourish and immediately express discontent 

with some aspect of our preparations, on one occasion verbally abusing the gentle but emotionally 

fragile woman who was our Fifty Plus secretary/coordinator. Fortunately we survived this and other 

such episodes, after each of which Vic and his crew handled the finish line quietly and in workmanlike 

fashion. 

THE SEVENTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 1990 our run continued to surge in popularity as the number of runners increased to over 200. We 

were joined by Bay Area celebrity runner Sal Vasquez, who had been dominating Bay Area Masters races 

for years and placing way up there in the famous Dipsea handicapped run over the coastal hills from Mill 

Valley to Stinson beach. I was delighted to realize that Sal had just turned 50 and was probably going to 

be our first finisher. 

Another celebrity runner was Ruth Anderson, a veteran ultra-runner who had become so well known 

that a series of ultra runs around Lake Merced in San Francisco was being held in her honor every year. 

She apparently ran her first 100K on the Lake Merced course back in 1976. All I remember of her 

appearance that day in 1990 is that we had not known she would attend and that the man with her was 

unhappy, probably because of our failure to anticipate her participation and to have the red carpet 

ready. 

By 1989 we realized that the old 2-mile loop course was not suitable for our growing body of runners. To 

remedy this I designed a new course that would loop twice around the main part of campus. Over time I 

had been mentored by guru Tom Knight in the arcane practice of measuring running courses to be 

certified by USA Track and Field (in photo above with Law and me). I can’t recall whether Tom 

supervised me in measuring the new course, but in any case he signed off on my paperwork and we had 

a course on which national records could in principle be set.  

As part of this process I acquired a Jones counter, which attached to the front wheel of my bike. On the 

day of the measurements I first rode over a calibration course laid out by Tom on Willow Road near the 

main campus. Then it was necessary to ride the course twice, making use of the Jones counter to 
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identify the successive mile points and then marking them on the pavement. There were issues involved 

in the two rides. On a second ride on the calibration course, account had to be taken of changes in 

temperature since the first calibration ride, so that the course as measured changed slightly. The longer 

version of the course was then selected as the one to be mapped and approved. 

By 1990 we were also thinking in terms of possible record-setting performances, which required 

measurements at the finish by at least two digital devices and preferably three. Thus we were ready for 

people like Sal. 

The course now began and ended in a parking lot at the end of Arguello Way. I was unable to see Sal 

during the race but was overjoyed to watch him charge across the finish line in 26:05.5, which continues 

to be the race record. First woman overall and leader of the 55-59 group was Jo Sullivan at 35:53.8. Tim 

Jordan, the second male finisher, had a very respectable 28:09.8, while the amazing Ross Smith led the 

60-64 men with a 29:57.5. First in the 75-79 men’s group was Bill Van Fleet at 40:18.2, while Mel Shine 

led the 80-84 group at 43:35.5.  

After that wonderful 1990 race the time came for us to use the stadium track and to redesign the course 

accordingly. The stadium had previously been off limits for recreational running, supposedly because a 

track coach had encountered someone racing around the stadium track on a 3 wheeled motor cycle. 

True to form, the university had placed a new building square on our 1989 course, and in any case I 

wanted to avoid the internal loop. The result was a keyhole configuration that began on the road 

encircling the stadium, covered much of the campus with its main loop, and ended Olympic style inside 

the stadium on the track. There was now a small elevation gain, a gain so gradual as to largely escape 

notice as the runners first passed the modern clock tower with the venerable works on display behind 

glass and then circled around a building where my Dad had roomed as a graduate student in 1924. There 

was a scary moment when I realized that in order for an officially sanctioned course to start outside the 

stadium while finishing inside, the altitude difference between start and finish could be no more than 8 

meters, one for every km of the course length. A surveyor’s map revealed that we were just under the 

wire. 

THE EIGHTH FIFTY PLUS RUN  

The 50+ run in 1991 is still with us, enshrined in an award winning video directed by my son Jesse. 

Entitled “A Fifty Plus Celebration,” it had everything: Emil Zatopek, the famous Czech runner who won 

the 5k, 10k, and marathon at the Helsinki Olympics in 1952, was there as a special guest along with the 

popular George Sheehan, beloved commentator on running. Zatopek had been brought over to see if 

the local medical establishment could treat his injured foot. The damage could not be reversed, but the 

man himself turned out to be a charming and entertaining guest. 
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                            Emil Zatopek, regaling a group of Angell Field Ancient runners during his 1991 visit. 

On race day eve both Sheehan and Zatopek were at their after-dinner best, George with his favorite 

jokes about going out too fast and finishing in a sea of lactic acid and then being challenged, but never 

overtaken, by a runner in black socks. Zatopek “recalled” that upon reaching the marathon turn-around 

point he had considered taking public transportation back to the stadium but was forced to continue 

running because of a lack of change in his pocket. 

The run that year was at last going to finish in the stadium. That was the good news. The bad news was 

that it was raining, as shown in the top photo above. Fortunately, the weather was not cold and the 

people in charge of registration found places to work just inside the mouths of stadium tunnels. Most of 

the runners had signed up in advance, so they were free to get excited about being in the 80,000 seat 

stadium. Not only that, the voice of Ben Parks, legendary training coach, was roaring at them to start 

warming up. Soon he had them going up and down the stadium stairs and hopping around near the start 

line. The excitement was rare in its contagion. On the video you can hear Coach Parks as he stood just 

across the start line shouting “warm up your lips!” and then “warm your thighs up.” The runners’ faces 

glowed with excitement as Ben worked his way through the available body parts.  
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                         Coach Ben Parks (in white and blue) just before the main 8 K race warm up  

With the bouncing, surging mass only a few steps away, Payton Jordan, long time Stanford track coach, 

raised his arm and fired the starting gun, sending the runners charging along the road that used to 

encircle the stadium (I have no idea what is there now. When John Arillaga, real estate developer, built a 

new stadium between 2005 and 2006, the now redesigned stadium became off limits to runners. The 

stadium track, which for decades had been used for time trials, weekly interval workouts, stair climbing, 

all manner of training workouts, and dozens of race finishes, became only a memory).  

                                                 

                                                  Payton Jordan, legendary sprinter and track coach 
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The ~7 meter drop from the outside level to the stadium floor served to enhance the thrill of the 

stadium finish as runner after runner passed an outside gate and charged down the entrance ramp.  

There were some memorable running performances on that rainy day. Sal Vasquez, now 51, was first 

man by a wide margin, casting a furtive look at the empty track behind him and finishing in 26:21.8. 

Even more remarkable was the time of Shirley Matson. At the age of 50, she set a national record of 

28:54.3 while finishing 3d overall. A photo shows Sal and Shirley beaming in triumph. 

                                    

                Shirley Matson and Sal Vasquez, triumphant winners of the 1991 8 K. Photo by Ken Lee 

Among the division leaders were John Finch (55-59 men) at 29:29.4 (an enthusiastic member of Fifty 

Plus, John died while swimming a few years later). Gaylon Jorgensen (60-64 men) finished 5th overall 

with an outstanding time of 28:58.4. Jim O’Neill dominated the 65-64 men with a time of 31:22.1. In the 

75-79 division, Bill Nice recorded a winning 40:08.1, and in the 80-84 division, Mel Shine an excellent 

42:46.7. Standouts among the women included Barbara Miller, second woman at 32:31.8 and Jackie 

Caselli, first among the 65-69 women at 41:53.6. 

THE FRENCH BROTHERS 

Beginning in the early 1990s we were blessed with the French brothers, Gene and Vince, volunteers so 

devoted, consistent, and helpful as to defy description. They lived some 20 minutes north of Stanford, 

but having once agreed to help, they were there from hours before the start until the last traffic cone 

was put to rest hours later. They would set up registration tables, distribute traffic cones, deploy flag 

lines, etc., help control parking, anticipate traffic control issues, and help keep the recreational walkers 

on the correct side of the flag lines. 
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                                                         Gene French, 8 K race volunteer extraordinaire 

Our run was always at the end of March, so that in February every year I would ask them to either come 

down for a dry run meeting on a day before the event or to simply show up on the morning of the race. 

There was never a moment’s hesitation. 

There was an unsophisticated charm about both Gene and Vince. Vince, a bachelor, made money on his 

way to work salvaging bottles and cans and he talked with Betty and me about the Monarch butterfly 

haven that we should visit in the North Bay along the coast. Betty and I and Gene and Vince would 

regularly share a post-event meal at a restaurant near the campus. In fact, we invited Gene, his wife 

Lois, and Vince to our 50th wedding anniversary in 2006. 

Around 2000, Gene began to show signs of serious running ability, so he would enter the race while 

Vince continued to provide support. They both knew the event so well that if either one were there, and 

one always was, the event went smoothly. (There was only one exception to that, as noted later in these 

notes). 
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                                    Vince French, volunteer extraordinaire (with his own truck) 

THE FITNESS WALK 

At some point in the 1980s there developed the idea of having a fitness walk along with the 8 K race. By 

1990 or so the 8 K race was well established. Peter Wood had shepherded Fifty Plus through its early 

years of emphasis on serving as subjects of research, and now there were voices that called for the 

organization to adopt a broad, essentially evangelical approach in the name of fitness. With Ray Stewart 

as president, it was decided to change the name of the organization to the Fifty Plus Fitness Association 

and to reach out to the entire community of sedentary types. 

As a gesture in this direction, we announced a fitness walk to be held in 1991 in conjunction with the 

first 8 K race that finished in the stadium. On a video record of that rainy day entitled “A Fifty Plus 

Celebration” there is a wonderful, high spirited start as a group of laughing walkers moved out, some 

carrying umbrellas. It was the beginning of a years-long tradition of holding a fitness walk about 5 K in 

length. 

As race director for 50+ it was my job to get people to manage the fitness walk, and I had no more 

success with that than I did with the 8 K race. I would sometimes find a willing hand to help with the 

planning, but the bulk of the work, including laying out and marking the course, preparing any 

directional signs, instructing monitors when we had any, deciding on how and where the walk should 

start and finish, were more or less left up to me and one or two of my trusted lieutenants. A neat thing 

about the walkers, however, was that they didn’t seem to care what happened. 

In laying out the walking courses I tried to follow paths that led around the main campus near the 

Memorial Church, passed close to a toilet facility, and then wandered through the Eucalyptus groves 

without getting tangled up with the 8 K running.course. This approach did not always succeed.  One year 

some pranksters pulled up and redirected the yellow duct tape I had used in the arcade so that the 
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arrows pointed in the wrong direction (fortunately, the walkers had already passed). On another 

occasion the walkers spotted the course marks for the runners and turned to follow them, regardless of 

warnings not to do that. In the later years the walkers would warm up en masse on the El Camino side of 

the stadium, several times to the booming voice of Coach Parks and later to the music and voice 

supplied by personalities such as Joannie Greggains. Then upon returning to the stadium they would be 

directed to one side of a flag line, go down the entrance ramp, and finish in the outside lanes of the 

running track, separated from the finishing runners by a line of traffic cones.  

Just to make things interesting we on a couple of occasions stationed a bagpiper at a point near the 5 K 

distance in the 8 K race, and at a point where the walkers crossed and could also hear the stirring 

musical sounds. I think the piper was in less than perfect health, and in his last year with us had to leave 

early. 

THE NINTH FIFTY PLUS RUN; A DUATHLON AND THE HEFFERNAN-VASQUEZ DUEL 

Meanwhile, a surprise turned up among the runners as Sal Vasquez suddenly found himself challenged 

by Mike Heffernan of Portland, Oregon. Sal was clearly taken off guard and trailed Mike to the finish 

line. Chuck Fox, photographer, enlisted my son Jesse as a driver and followed Sal and Mike for some 

distance around the course, taking a series of photos. Runners World magazine took notice, displayed 

one of Chuck’s shots, and used our finish times 26:17.62 (Mike) and 26:41.79 (Sal) to adjust their annual 

nation-wide rankings of elite male runners over 50. 

                                       

                 Mike Heffernan, leading Sal Vasquez on the 8 K course, 1992. Tom Knight on trailing bike. 

Another sign of the maturity of our event was its designation by PA-TAC as its first ever Championship 8 

K for Seniors and Superseniors. We were delighted by this designation and the resulting participation of 

three 50+ and one 60+ men’s teams. 
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      Heffernan and Vasquez near the 5 K mark of the 8 K. Dick Stovel  (in red) calling the 5 K split 

In addition to his inspired efforts as a duathlete, Jim Turner added a new dimension to our 8 K by 

including age graded scoring in the tabulation of our 1992 race results. A figure (see appendix) provides 

Jim’s explanations of age graded scoring and how it helps to underscore exceptional performances by 

runners in the older age categories. Runners scoring in the “World Class” range and their ages were: 

John Keston (67), Mike Heffernan (51), Shirley Matson (51), and Sal Vasquez (51). From top to bottom in 

the “National Class” range were Joe King (65) (photo below), Ross Smith (64), Don Spicklemier (51), Bill 

Meinhardt (51), Tom Mota (53), Tim Rostege (51), Craig Roland (57), Eve Pell (54) (see photo), Bob 

Malain (64), Tim Jordan (52), Ulrich Kaempf (61), Gaylon Jorgenson (62), Barbara Miller (52), John  

                                                       

                                                Eve Pell in the 1991 50+ 8 K. Other runner unknown. 

Finch (57), Boyce Jacques (65), Karl Griepenburg (54), Chick Dahlsten (81), Richard Heutzinger (53), 

Stephen Lyons (51), Floyd Carley (70), Ray Stewart (65), Jim Williams (51), Richard Laine (62), Kenneth 

Schwisow (52), Ken Noel (53), Ross Kiernan (54), Joe Hurtado (51), Raoul Hagen (57), Tom Guldman (59), 

Epheraim Romesberg (61), Gene Gilligan (50), Michael Hoy (50), and Norman Saucedo (56). 
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                                              Joe King, several time participant in the 50 + 8 K 

THE TENTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 1993 we staged a duathlon, with competitors doing a time trial on Canada Road on Saturday and the 

50+ 8 K on Sunday. Jim Turner, a major helper in organizing the 8 K event in the 1980s, was the star of 

the duathlon competition (see photo in appendix).   

We were hoping to stage a return match between Sal and Mike Heffernan. It had become our practice 

to provide Sal with a hotel room, race-eve banquet, and a low racing number. I called Mike in Portland 

with a proposal to do the same for him. He showed some interest but in the end was unable to attend. 

Now at 53, Sal showed up trained and ready to take on Mike, but had to be content with a strong first 

place at 26:41.18, ahead of 50-year old Dan Preston’s 27:27.65 in second place and 52-year-old Tim 

Rostege’s 27:42.48 in third. Karl Griepenburg was first in the 55-59 group with an excellent 29:09.48. 

Patrick Devine ran a fast 32:21.28 at the age of 64, and Jim O’Neill a 33:01.32 at the age of 67. Among 

the women, Shirley Matson, now 52, was first overall (see photo) in a sensational 29:34.42, while Sister 

Marion Irvine, now 63, finished in an outstanding 35:07.65.  

With some 665 participants in the 8 K, a duathlon, a 5 K race walk, and a fitness walk, not to mention the 

repeated designation of our 8 K as a PA-TAC 8K championship for Seniors, Super-seniors, and Veterans, 

we found ourselves dealing with a veritable explosion of activity on race day morning. For the 

championships there were 11 men’s and 5 women’s teams, a huge increase over the previous year. The 

fitness walkers, who followed a special ~ 5 K course through the inner campus, were given a rousing 

warm-up by Coach Parks. After reaching the finish line in a special chute, many of them gathered near 

the bottom of the ramp to cheer the arriving runners. 
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                                            Shirley Matson in one of her top 8 K performances, 1992 

GETTING UNIVERSITY APPROVAL FOR THE RACE 

Every year I had to go through a series of hoops in order to get university approval of the race. There 

were at least three offices that needed to know about our plans, Risk Management, the campus Police, 

the Athletic Department, and maybe the Office of Public Events. First we had to check with the athletic 

folks to make sure the stadium was available on our proposed weekend. It also helped to check on what 

else might be happening, such as a huge Frisbee tournament, a baseball game in the sunken diamond, 

or anything else that might bring in lots of people who wouldn’t understand why there was no place to 

park near the stadium  I also had to check with Bob Hockey, who knew all about upcoming road 

construction projects and thus whether or not our current certified course would still exist at the time of 

our next race.  

THE ELEVENTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

The 1994 run was another extravaganza, described in part by the cover letter that I sent to the 

participants: “The West Valley Joggers and Striders sent their usual team of split and finish-line timers, 

including the incomparable Danny Moon, who called the one and four mile splits in a lavender tuxedo! (I 

later asked Lynne Macy (see photo), calling the two mile split, why she wasn’t wearing an evening dress) 

[She did wear one another year!]. Thanks to the Stanford radio club [safety patrol of the course on 

bikes] and our medical support specialist Joan Clemmons, R. N., a runner who fell and injured an ankle 

was quickly taken to the nearby emergency room for treatment.”  

Also part of my cover letter: “Once again the number of teams jumped, this time to a total of 25! The 

duathlon was a great success, with 28 completing both events. Jim Turner scored a very strong overall 

victory, with a particularly impressive bike leg, while Robert Plant, who figured to be his main 

competition, was stopped by a flat on the bike course. Outstanding (duathlon) results were achieved by 

Grace Voss, Ken Nash, Larry Johnson, and Tom Miller, among others. The race-walk was well attended, 

with 54 participants, including two 80+ year olds, Giulio de Petra and Benjamin Levitan. There were 

some stellar walking performances, including those of Joan Rowland and Jack Bray. In the 8 K there were  
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                                   Lynne Macy, splendid volunteer, two mile split specialist 

many fast times, the most awesome being that of Sal Vasquez [26:15], who attended our run for the 

fifth straight year and shaved about 26 seconds from his 1992 time! We were expecting Mike Heffernan, 

winner of our 1992 run, to duel Sal up front, but Mike came down with a flu bug just days before the 

race.” 

By 1994 we were offering special T shirts to our 80+ race walkers, runners, and fitness walkers. At the 

award ceremony there were eight recipients: Dale Ryman, Albert Jarschke, Chick Dalsten, Joe Goodman, 

Thomas Cullen, Mel Shine, Giulio de Petra, and Bejamin Levitan. 
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Barbara Miller (54) was first woman in the 8 K at 32:49, while David Pitkethly (58) ran a very fast 29:20 

and Craig Rowland (59) a super fast 29:30 to lead the 55-59 men’s division. 

MY FIRST RESIGNATION AS RACE DIRECTOR 

In 1993 or 1994 I advised various leaders of Fifty Plus that I was withdrawing as director of the annual 

run. This was taken in good humor and I was told that all I needed to do was write out in detail what the 

race director needed to do. and by implication the necessary things would get done. I wasn’t clear on 

how this was going to happen but was relieved to be free after being in charge for 12 years. I wrote out 

and submitted all the things that I considered necessary for proper race management, including 

descriptions of the functions of key race officials.  

Nothing happened. No one in Fifty Plus was tapped or volunteered to take over, and as the months 

went by I could see that if a new race director were to be found, that person had to come from outside 

Fifty Plus. It was evidence of the fatal flaw that I had encountered originally, namely, Fifty Plus                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

not being a running club and not loaded with people prepared to step up and make running happen.  

 I reluctantly carried on as director for another couple of years, and then in 1997 persuaded Dave Ahn to 

step in. Dave was an obvious choice, being a veteran runner with experience in race direction. If 

anything, however, he had too much experience, being committed to other races throughout the year 

while also having a full time job in the Stanford Health clinics. In support of Dave and in hopes he would  

                                                               

                                                 Dave Ahn, 50 + 8 K race director beginning in 1997 
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succeed I agreed to show up on race day and to engage the help of such stalwarts as Tom Osborne and 

the French brothers. The run continued with considerable vigor into the new century but when 

participation should have been increasing, it leveled off and then began to decline. 

THE NIGHT BEFORE THE RACE 

I never slept much the night before the race. Until the previous evening I worried about the weather, 

and if that seemed to be in hand, worried about other things, such as loading stuff into our car or in 

some years a Ford Van that was used by my research group at Stanford. I had ladders, banners, rope, 

signs, course maps for the various courses and start locations, weights to hold down signs, rolls of 

caution tape, bags of marking chalk, etc. etc. As I write this, it is a bit painful to think about. I forget now 

how we dealt with the City of Palo Alto stuff, namely a P.A. system, traffic cones, flag lines, flag line 

standards. It all got there somehow. When Paul Farnsworth was in charge of the course, he would arrive 

in a City truck with the safety vests for the monitors, marking chalk, and maybe the traffic cones. In the 

last years of the race, after 2002, I gave my main attention to the area around the stadium, marking the 

start of the 8 K, the 5 K race walk, and the 5 K fitness walk, making sure the flag lines and cones were set 

out to guide the fitness walkers into and around the stadium, and so forth.  

In the early years of the 1990s I would arrive at the stadium around 4 AM and start erecting certain 

barricades and deploying a sign or two. 

The French brothers were always helpful both on the morning of the race and on the day before. On 

that day we would arm ourselves with push brooms and blowers and attack the leaves and twigs that 

were regularly present on the early part of the course near the stadium. The sweeping would often 

reveal potentially dangerous potholes that we would try to fill ourselves or in later years persuade  the 

Athletic Department to fix..  

THE TWELFTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 1995 the attendance was down a bit from 1994 but, as noted in my cover letter to the participants, 

“the spirit was definitely there as exemplified by the appearance of Danny Moon in a blue tuxedo calling 

the one and four mile splits and Lynn Macy, 8 K course monitor, playing the Chariots of Fire theme with 

her tape deck…..Mel Shine, our only 85-89 runner, finished the 8 K in brave fashion after suffering from 

the heat out on the course. Mel was named athlete of the year for 1994 in the 85-89 category, and is a 

fixture at our annual event. ….in spite of his difficulties, Mel planned to get in his car and drive to 

Medford, Oregon that same afternoon!” 

Again from my letter: “there were some fine performances in the 8 K, including the overall win by 

newcomer Ewar Gordillo [age 50, 27:30],  who moved ahead of Sal Vasquez in the later stages of the 

event. Of special note are the new course records, 32:10 by Barbara Miller for women 55-59, 37:44 by 

Margrethe Styskel for women 65-69, 27:52 by Sal Vasquez for men 55-59, and 32:00 by Warren Utes for 

men 70-74. The performance of the day was the one by Warren Utes, whose 32:00 eclipsed the 

American single year record for age 74 by 4:46! 
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CELEBRITY GUESTS ON RACE WEEKENDS 

In the 1990s the pre-race dinner and post run activities in the stadium took on a life of their own, 

basking in the glowing aftermath of the 1991 visit by George Sheehan and Emil Zatopek. Over time we 

had as guest speakers or special awardees Fred Lebow, originator of the New York Marathon (1994), Bill 

Toomey, Olympic decathlon champion (1996), Bill Rodgers, legendary winner of the Boston marathon 

(1998), Joe Henderson of Runners World magazine (1999), Ron Clark, the great Australian runner, and 

Roger Bannister, first to break the 4 minute mile (2005). I have special memories of Ron Clark’s visit and 

a reception at the home of Peter Wood. Alphonse Guilland, Stanford Professor and specialist on French 

Language and literature, paid a great deal of attention to track records, and in Clark’s case was animated 

by discoveries that when Clark had improved upon existing records, he had done so by exceptionally 

large amounts. 

                                                         

                                                                   Archival photo of Ron Clarke 

LEE HASKELL 

Lee Haskell loved her work as executive secretary of 50+. She had an office downtown at the Senior 

Center in Palo Alto and was a joy to be with. She would come to meetings of the 50+ race committee 

and did her best to support me during my ill-fated attempts to withdraw as race director. One of her 

dreams being to run in our race, she finally managed to do so only a year or so before her death of 

cancer I shall never forget the look of triumph on her face as she rounded the turn in the stadium and 

headed toward the finish line. 

THE THIRTEENTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 1996 there was a healthy turnout of 281 runners and 48 race walkers. The remarkable Sal Vasquez, 

now in the 55-59 group, led all the men with a 27:22, followed by Dan Preston at 27:51, first among the 
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50-54 men. Louise Walters finished in a fast 34:31 to lead the 55-59 women and Margarethe Styskel 

finished first in the 65-69 women’s group with a remarkable 38:17.  

THE MAN FROM INDIA 

As I was holding a planning meeting by the stadium on the day before the 1996 race,  there appeared a 

man from India named Didar Singh. He was wearing a turban and robe in the manner of the Sikhs and 

carried copies of articles about his appearances in races around the US. He spoke almost no English that 

I recall but was clearly expecting to take part in our race. I naively assumed that he was being sponsored 

or hosted by someone, but that evening, when I happened to stop at the stadium, there he was 

squatting in a small clearing near where we would be holding registration in the morning. So much for 

his having a sponsor, or at least some kind of host. I didn’t want to leave him there all night, so I put him 

in the car and began a tour of the less expensive motels along nearby El Camino. Several of them were 

full, and none of them, in spite of having proprietors of Indian heritage, showed the slightest interest in 

Mr. Singh. I finally got him a room at a Palo Alto motel and was able to go home for whatever rest I was 

going to get. The next morning Singh appeared at our race, and I am sure that I simply handed him a 

race number. He placed second behind Bill Nice in the 80-84 division, registering a quite respectable 

50:18. I didn’t see him after the race nor did he appear at any of our events after 1996.  

Now, in 2011, a 100 year old man named Singh has run the Toronto Marathon. Our man Dider could 

conceivably have been 100 by the time of this event. It was probably not he in Toronto, however, since 

the first name of the man in Toronto is listed as Fauja. But who knows? 

THE FOURTEENTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

After 1996 we must rely on electronically archived results, found at 

http://www.pausatf.org/data/2004/RRResults2004.html. Again in 1997 there was a strong turnout, with 

228 men and (probably) enough women (list not complete) to bring the total near 300. The men’s 

division was led by Michael Dove (26:50), followed by the amazing Sal Vasquez (27:17), now 57, and by 

Ewar Gordillo (28:08). There were great results in all the divisions. Just as a few examples, in the men’s 

65-69 group between Jim Moore’s 30:55 and Phil Phythian’s 35:14 there appear the names of Bernie 

Hollander, Norman Saucedo, Darryl Beardall, Robert Hudson, Alex Derieux, Ken Ogden, Ralph Harms, 

Gene Antonides, William Flodberg, and Glynn Wood. In the 70-75 division, John  Keston at 72 ran a 

blistering 32:06, followed by Joe King at 34:07, Jim O’Neil at 34:00, Boyce Jacques at 35:17, and Ray 

Stewart at 36:19. The first 10 women were Shirley Matson (56) at 30:10, Barbara Miller (57) at 32:52, 

Jutta McCormick (56) at 35:00, Mary Jo Feeney (53) at 35:37, Lynne Fonda-Kosorek (50) at 36:46, Edda 

Stickle (55) at 36:53, Louise Walters (57) at 37:26, Ann Hardham (54) at 38:09, Jean Schwisow (54) at 

38:32, and Sylvia Hughes (60) at 38:33. 

http://www.pausatf.org/data/2004/RRResults2004.html
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        Michael Dove (right),  multi-year men’s division leader of the 8 K, with Bill Dunn, veteran of the event 

THE PORTABLE TOILET INCIDENT IN BARRON PARK 
 
At some point in the mid-1990s someone got the bright idea of holding the fitness walk on Saturday 

rather than on Sunday morning.  Day-long health and fitness programs on Saturday had by now become 

traditional along with the pre-race dinner. In one year the programs were being held in Barron Park at 

the Jewish Community Center in the old Terman Junior High School complex. This way we could pay 

more attention to the course, which we did by renting a portable toilet and placing it near an exit 

through which the walkers would pass after circling the extended grounds of Palo Alto’s nearby Gunn 

High School. I had thought the exit onto the roads of the Barron Park District was a public right of way, 

but it seems that the owner of the house adjacent to the exit looked out a window, saw the portable 

toilet, and erupted in anger. I have no idea how this man’s fury reached those of us trying to manage the 

walk, but reach us it did. Very soon a somewhat nervous Vince and Gene French could be seen with the 

portable toilet, tilted on its wheels, rolling conspicuously through the streets of Barron Park to 

temporary safety on the parking strip in front of Bud Rubin’s house. Bud Rubin was a many year veteran 

of the 8 K (see above photo), but even his patience had limits. Within a day or two I managed to get the 

toilet taken away. 

 
THE FIFTEENTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 
 
Again in 1998 there was a fine turnout, numbering 297 men and women. A highlight was the 

participation of Bill Rodgers, Boston Marathon champion, just turned 50. Bill, at 26:15, had to contend 

with second place Michael Dove (51) at 27:19 and third place Sal Vasquez (58) at 27:35. This was the last 

appearance at our race of Sal Vasquez, who had literally dominated the event for nine years, going back 

to 1990.  
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                        Bill Rodgers (center) with two of the 50 + runners after the 1998 event  
 

THE SIXTEENTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 
 
In 1999 it was decided to hold a 50 minus race as well as a 50 plus one. I did not favor this idea, but it 

seemed to succeed, in that 249 younger people ran in the first race, while a healthy 289 turned out for 

the 80+ event. Michael Dove won the men’s 50+ in 27:59, while Jim Reitz led the 55-59 division with an 

excellent 29:10, just ahead of Dan Preston. Karl Griepenburg at 61 led the  60-65 group with a strong 

31:02, while Joan Ottaway at 55 led all women with a sensational 31:23.  

 
THE SEVENTEENTH FIFTY PLUS RUN (text below is from online results page on Web) 
 
“Stanford University, Palo Alto, California 
March 19, 2000 
 
Stanford, CA - About 500 participants completed the 17th Annual Fifty-Plus Fitness Association 8-
Kilometer Road Race and 5-Kilometer Walk at Stanford University today-the culminating event of a 
weekend slate of activities for senior adults age 50 and over. Mike Dove, 53, of Salinas, CA won the 
men's 8K race in a time of 27 minutes and 30 seconds. Deedee Grafius, 50, of Modesto, CA topped the 
women in 31:40. The race, held under sunny and mild conditions, served as the age 50 and above  
8-Kilometer Championship for the Pacific Association of USA Track and Field. 
 
This race is historically one of the world's finest examples of senior fitness for the 50-and-over age group 
population. This year was no exception as three women set new U.S. records for their ages. Barbara  
Miller, 60, of Modesto who placed third female in 33:22, broke her own U.S. standard for women age 
60-64 which she set last January. Former Fifty-Plus race champion and course record holder Shirley 
Matson (Larkspur, CA) placed second among women while setting a new U.S. single-age record (32:26) 
for 59-year-old women. Sixty-four year old Vicki Bigelow (San Lorenzo, CA) also set a new U.S. women's 
single age record of 37:10. 
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Dove, who recorded his third consecutive men's win here since turning 50, was followed by Jim Gorman 
(27:41, Palo Alto, CA), who also placed second last year. Greg Jewett (28:37, Loomis, CA) was third. This 
year's oldest 8K finisher was Ralph Jago, 89, who finished the approximately 5-mile race in 1:06:47, or 
13:27 per mile pace. The 5K race walk winners were Shoja Torabian, 51, of Larkspur in 25:20 and Shirley 
Dockstrader, 67, of Mill Valley, CA in 31:13. 
 
During the weekend's festivities, Ben Parks, longtime coach at nearby Menlo-Atherton (CA) High School, 

was awarded the Annual Emil Zatopek Award by the Fifty-Plus Fitness Association for his outstanding 

contributions to the sport and senior fitness. Former recipients of the award include New York City 

Marathon founder Fred Lebow, sprinter and former Stanford track coach Payton Jordan, Paul Spangler 

who set age group running records into his 90s, running writer Joe Henderson, and legendary Czech 

runner Zatopek. Miriam Nelson Ph.D., of Tufts University, author of Strong Women, Strong Bones was 

the keynote speaker at the association's annual pre-race banquet.” 

THE EIGHTEENTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 2001 there was another strong turnout of 285 runners and evidence that the boomers were arriving 

in force. There were 7  men under 29 minutes, Jim Gorman (27:43), Michael Dove (27:48), Don Paul 

(27:52), Greg Jewitt (28:08), Frank Ruona (28;24), Arturo Rodriguez (28:28), and Robert Darling (28:46). 

Russ Kiernan ran a very fast 31`:20 to win the men’s 60-64 division. Excellent women’s times were 

achieved by Dee Dee Grafius at 31:02 in the 50-54 division, Joan Ottaway at 32:57 in the 55-59 division, 

and Barbara Miller at 34:32 in the 60-64 group.  A photo shows enthusiastic team members from the 

West Valley Joggers and Striders. (standing) Rod MacKinlay, John Pickens, Rick Kananen, Fred Martin, 

Joe Hurtado, Terri Kinsch, Madelyn Moon, Howard Powers, (seated) Helen MacKinlay, Danny Moon, 

Ruby Hurtado, Georgia Riley. [PHOTO: 5O+Race 2001] 

                      

                                       West Valley Joggers and Striders teams at the 2001 

http://www.wvjs.org/photos/50+Race2001.jpg
http://www.wvjs.org/photos/50+Race2001.jpg
http://www.wvjs.org/photos/50+Race2001.jpg
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THE NINETEENTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

The 2002 50+ run, held on March 17, 2002, is the last one posted on the Web as having involved team 

competition. Dee Dee Grafius led the women with a 31:42, and Melody Anne Schulz turned in a very fast 

34:03 to lead the 60-64 women. Tom Bernhard was first male finisher at a fast,27:46, leading Don Paul 

in the 50-55 division at 28:12. Michael Dove ran a very strong 28:32 to dominate the 55-59 men. 

THE TWENTIETH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

The 2003 8 K run featured some excellent running in various age categories. Among the women, 65 year 

old veteran of the race Eve Pell (photo above) recorded a fine 36:51. Then came a remarkable finish by 

76 year old Joy Johnson in 48:49. On the men’s side, David Stancliffe turned in a 28:33, followed by the 

veteran Michael Dove at 29:25, Michael Herschberger at 29:40 and 55 year old Bill Dunn (see photo 

above) at 29:41. 

In the 2003 5 K race-walk, Jack Bray at 27:52 dominated not only the 70-74 division but all the men. Ed 

Lane finished in 31:35 at the top of the 65-69 group, while Keith McConnell led the 55-59 group with a 

28:53. Shirley Dockstader led the 70-74 women with a remarkable 31:59. 

THE TWENTY FIRST FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 2004 the number of runners was in decline, with 123 total. Michael Dove (57) led the men at 29:46, 

and Isobel Fox the women at 37:12.  A very strong 51:38 was turned in by Joy Johnson at the age of 79. 

                                                            

                                   Isobel Fox with her husband Chuck, left, and Jym Clendenin 
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THE TWENTY SECOND FIFTY PLUS RUN 

The 2005 50+ run drew a total of 121 runners. Among them was the remarkable Shirley Matson, who at 

64 topped all the women at 34:24. Dennis Kurtis led the men with a 29:00. 

                                 

                          Roger Bannister, first four minute miler, honored at a 50 + banquet in 2004 

THE THREE RING CIRCUS ON EVENT DAY 

The addition of a 5 K racewalk to our 8 K race and our fitness walk transformed our Sunday morning 

events into a somewhat loosely choreographed display of middle aged athleticism. There were now 

three start locations near the stadium and three coordinated start times, planned so that the runners 

and walkers returning to the stadium would arrive without colliding with one another.  It was one of 

those things where three or four of us knew what was supposed to happen and then followed more or 

less the same routine every year.  

First off, the race walkers would be herded toward their start and briefly reminded about the layout of 

their course around the soccer fields and the sunken baseball diamond. A race-walk judge would then 

appear out of nowhere and warn them to use proper technique or risk disqualification. Tom Osborne 

would verify that the timer was standing by and then fire his starting pistol.  

Meanwhile, the fitness walkers would be doing their warm-ups in an open area next to which the race 

walkers pass on their first lap around the soccer fields. I would arrive on my ancient bike, interrupt the 

warm-up leader, say a few words about safety such as “please don’t get in the way of cars or runners,” 

and then Tom would fire his largely ceremonial starting pistol (no timer for the walk).  

Next would be the 8 K start, a small mob scene part way along the road circling the outside of the 

stadium. There would be one or two announcements that would get the attention of almost no one in 

the excited crowd and then Tom or a designated starter would fire the gun. (In some years we would 

make a last minute plea to stay off the course if you weren’t 50 or over, but eventually realized that gate 

crashers were not really a problem). 

THE TWENTY THIRD FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 2006 there was a decent turnout of 151 runners for the event, which was coupled with the Bay Area 

Senior games. This was the last year for which the run was designated an 8 K championship for the 
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Pacific Association. First male runner was Emil Magallanes (50) in 28:18. Second was Fletcher Lesley in 

29:08 and third Lloyd Stephenson in 29:11. First woman was Heidi Swan (52) in 30:42. Barbara Miller 

finished in an impressive 38:15 at the tender age of 68. Bob Anderson ran an excellent 33:16 at the age 

of 73. 

THE TWENTY FOURTH FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 2007 the number of runners fell below 100 (to 99) for the first time since 1987. Dennis Kurtis led the 

men in 29:23, followed by Paul Skokowski at 29:55. Due to a funeral in the family, I was not present on 

race day for the first time since  our maiden  run in 1984. Only a year later someone quietly told me that 

in 2007 some of the runners had been misdirected. I was horrified, and.sensed  that the end of our 8K 

was at hand. 

THE TWENTY FIFTH AND LAST FIFTY PLUS RUN 

In 2008 the runner count was 47, fewer than in 1984. It was clear that our 8 K had taken its last breath. 

A FINAL NOTE: 

I dedicate this history to Peter Wood, who was instrumental in sustaining Fifty Plus as an organization in 

its early years, and continued as a staunch supporter of the group in its later work in various areas of 

Senior fitness. 

                                       

                                                                            Peter Wood 

In order to retain some sense of who was there during the Fifty Plus Run heyday, it seemed fitting to 

place in the appendix below the entire 2002 list of 50+ 8 K runners. We trust that many a reader of 

these notes will find his or her name on the list. We will also place in the appendix a copy of the results 
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from the 50+ 1991 race. We salute those of you loyal participants who appear on both lists! . Thanks to 

Jim Turner, we are also able to provide in the appendix a list of the top 10 age graded Fifty Plus 8 K 

performances between 1991 and 1995. Not surprisingly, it was Jim who gave me copies of the 8 K 

results for every year before 1996, after which our results first became available on the Web. 

                                          

    Jim Turner, winner of the 1993 duathlon (center), with Ed Grant (left), 2d place, and Chuck Osborne, 3sd 

MORE FINAL REMARKS: 

I wish to acknowledge those many people who were instrumental in guiding the Fifty Plus Association over the 

years since Peter Wood was at the helm in the 1980s, Ray Stewart and Dr. Wally Bortz among them.  Both the 

Association and the 8 K race are now history, but I like to think they have left their mark. Long distance running has 

helped to sustain my life. 

 

 

 

THE APPENDIX BEGINS ON THE NEXT PAGE 
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50 + 1992 results below 
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Women’s results 
 

 

Place        Name                   Bib   Time   Place   Div    Place   Pace  

   26. Dee Dee Grafius, Modesto     52    31:49     1  F 50-54     1     6:24  

   32. Melinda Morse, Pleasant H   194    32:54     2  F 50-54     2     6:37  

   42. Melody-Anne Schultz, Ross   142    34:03     3  F 60-64     1     6:51  

   60. Barbara Miller, Modesto      81    35:31     4  F 60-64     2     7:09  

   68. Kathy Frank, Watsonville    212    37:34     5  F 50-54     3     7:34  

   74. Hazel Wood, San Anselmo     167    38:09     6  F 50-54     4     7:41  

   79. Irene Herman, San Francis    59    38:44     7  F 50-54     5     7:48  

   81. Edda Stickle, Novato        146    38:54     8  F 60-64     3     7:50  

   83. Janet Bowman,               184    39:04     9  F 55-59     1     7:52  

   86. Mary Allaire, Mill Valley    10    39:39    10  F 55-59     2     7:59  

   98. Myra Rhodes, Sacramento      97    41:20    11  F 65-69     1     8:19  

  100. Georgia Riley, Campbell      98    41:29    12  F 55-59     3     8:21  

  101. Ann Hardham, Mill Valley    210    41:33    13  F 55-59     4     8:22  

  102. Debrah Miller, Walnut Cre     9    41:37    14  F 50-54     6     8:23  

  103. Peggy Knudson, Los Altos     69    41:42    15  F 50-54     7     8:24  

  108. Carma Bamber, Foster City    13    43:50    16  F 60-64     4     8:50  

  109. Lisa Bornstein,             180    43:54    17  F 50-54     8     8:51  

  110. Barbara Elia, Modesto       190    44:00    18  F 55-59     5     8:52  

  112. Nelda Williams, San Franc   203    44:40    19  F 50-54     9     9:00  

  113. Betsy Barsamian-Teman, Or    14    44:47    20  F 50-54    10     9:01  

  114. Lynne Stevens, Berkeley     145    44:58    21  F 55-59     6     9:03  

  115. Sylvia Hughes, San Carlos    63    45:08    22  F 65-69     2     9:05  

  118. Sharon Steward,             181    45:50    23  F 55-59     7     9:14  

  119. Candy Strubbe, Milpitas     111    46:00    24  F 50-54    11     9:16  

  122. Katie Joseph, Burlingame    199    46:22    25  F 50-54    12     9:20  

  123. Suzanne Franco,             211    46:31    26  F 60-64     5     9:22  

  125. Terri Kirsch,               171    46:35    27  F 50-54    13     9:23  

  127. Kat Powell, Mountain View   164    46:44    28  F 50-54    14     9:25  

  128. Madelyn Moon,               174    46:47    29  F 55-59     8     9:25  

  130. Helen Meyer, Greenbrae      196    46:51    30  F 65-69     3     9:26  

  133. Deborah Paulus, Hayward      89    47:43    31  F 50-54    15     9:37  

  136. Georgia Hathorne, Belmont    58    48:39    32  F 60-64     6     9:48  

  143. Susan Kuukka, San Jose      155    50:53    33  F 55-59     9    10:15  

  144. Marilyn Crilley, Campbell    29    50:59    34  F 50-54    16    10:16  

  145. Hanna Szoke, Fremont        113    51:11    35  F 65-69     4    10:19  

  149. Margie Whitnah,             175    51:44    36  F 50-54    17    10:25  

  151. Ruth Anne Bortz, Portola     20    51:57    37  F 70-74     1    10:28  

  158. Joyce Friedlander,            6    55:36    38  F 60-64     7    11:12  

  160. Ruth Anderson, Oakland      130    56:40    39  F 70-74     2    11:25  

  162. Brenda Gambina, Newark       41    56:54    40  F 55-59    10    11:28  

  163. Linda Hall, Davis            56    57:09    41  F 55-59    11    11:31  

  167. Carmella Corrigan, San Jo    26    58:04    42  F 50-54    18    11:42  

  168. Kathryn Hardy, San Jose     160    58:08    43  F 65-69     5    11:43  

  169. Vivian Carloon,             218    58:20    44  F 50-54    19    11:45  

  173. Maria Greene, Palo Alto      55  1:08:47    45  F 65-69     6    13:52  

  174. Po Adams, Carmichael        150  1:10:55    46  F 75-79     1    14:17  

  175. Modena Macfarlane, Rivers    75  1:17:59    47  F 75-79     2    15:43 
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MEN'S RESULTS: 
Place        Name                   Bib   Time   Place   Div    Place    Pace  

    1. Tom Bernhard, Fremont        15    27:46     1   M50-54     1     5:35  

    2. Don Paul, San Francisco     156    28:12     2   M50-54     2     5:41  

    3. Michael Dove, Salinas         2    28:32     3   M55-59     1     5:45  

    4. Jim Gorman, Palo Alto        50    28:40     4   M50-54     3     5:46  

    5. Don Porteous, Alameda        92    28:46     5   M55-59     2     5:47  

    6. Les Ong, San Francisco        3    29:07     6   M50-54     4     5:52  

    7. Bill Dunn, Sunnyvale         33    29:12     7   M50-54     5     5:53  

    8. Michael Duncan, San Mateo    32    29:27     8   M50-54     6     5:56  

    9. Bob Anderson, Los Altos     200    29:35     9   M50-54     7     5:57  

   10. Dwight Cornwell, Fort Col   188    30:13    10   M55-59     3     6:05  

   11. Joe Schieffer, Oakland      106    30:22    11   M50-54     8     6:07  

   12. Jerry Lyman, Santa Rosa      74    30:32    12   M50-54     9     6:09  

   13. Robert J. Sr. Gormley, Mo    51    30:35    13   M60-64     1     6:09  

   14. Len Goldman, Oakland         49    30:40    14   M55-59     4     6:10  

   15. Todd Hayes, San Jose        136    30:49    15   M50-54    10     6:12  

   16. David Mineau, Menlo Park     82    31:00    16   M55-59     5     6:14  

   17. Stephen Freitas, Danville   197    31:02    17   M50-54    11     6:15  

   18. Frank Ruona, Novato         141    31:06    18   M55-59     6     6:16  

   19. Dan Ramos, San Francisco    201    31:09    19   M50-54    12     6:16  

   20. Michael Simons, Monterey    108    31:14    20   M50-54    13     6:17  

   21. Jim Granahan, Oakland        53    31:19    21   M50-54    14     6:18  

   22. James Flanigan, Davis        38    31:23    22   M50-54    15     6:19  

   23. Ron Kiyono, Union City      189    31:30    23   M50-54    16     6:21  

    24. Dick Chimenti,              183    31:44    24   M55-59    7     6:23  

   25. Robert Darling, San Franc    31    31:46    25   M50-54    17     6:24  

   27. Robert Seidner,             186    32:10    26   M60-64     2     6:29  

   28. Julios Ratti, Oakland       165    32:12    27   M50-54    18     6:29  

   29. Russ Kiernan, Mill Valley    67    32:16    28   M60-64     3     6:30  

   30. Jim Reitz, Livermore         96    32:24    29   M55-59     7     6:31  

   31. Bill Brusher, Oakland        23    32:39    30   M50-54    19     6:34  

   33. Frederick Menezes, Monter    79    33:02    31   M50-54    20     6:39  

   34. Dan Preston, Santa Rosa      93    33:04    32   M55-59     8     6:39  

   35. Wayne Plymale, San Franci   129    33:19    33   M50-54    21     6:43  

   36. John Monterverdi, Oakland    83    33:25    34   M55-59     9     6:44  

   37. David Cortez, Salinas       159    33:32    35   M55-59    10     6:45  

   38. Steve Katz,                 170    33:40    36   M50-54    22     6:47  

   39. Jose Luis Casillas, San J   191    33:47    37   M50-54    23     6:48  

   40. Kenny Warde, Pacific Grov   122    33:57    38   M50-54    24     6:50  

   41. Horst Meyer, Greenbrae      195    34:02    39   M65-69     1     6:51  

   43. Bernie Hollander, Novato    137    34:06    40   M65-69     2     6:52  

   44. Micks Purnell, Palo Alto     94    34:09    41   M50-54    25     6:53  

   45. David Deselle, Santa Rosa   205    34:16    42   M50-54    26     6:54  

   46. Robert Holland, Sebastopo    62    34:17    43   M55-59    11     6:54  

   47. Tim Rostege, San Jose       140    34:22    44   M60-64     4     6:55  

   48. Searcy Barnett, Oakland     193    34:30    45   M55-59    12     6:57  

   49. Henry Melin, San Jose        78    34:35    46   M55-59    13     6:58  

   50. Doug Braasch, Modesto        22    34:40    47   M60-64     5     6:59  

   51. Jim Grodnik, San Lorenzo      8    34:43    48   M60-64     6     6:59  

   52. Joe Hurtado, Sunnyvale       64    34:47    49   M60-64     7     7:00  

   53. Craig Edwards, San Franci    35    34:50    50   M55-59    14     7:01  

   54. Norman Saucedo, Los Gatos   104    34:53    51   M65-69     3     7:01  

   55. Joel Contreras, Carmichae    25    34:59    52   M55-59    15     7:03  
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   56. Keith Johnson, Pacifica     162    35:13    53   M60-64     8     7:06  

   57. Tom Guldman, Kentfield/Gr   153    35:22    54   M65-69     4     7:07  

   58. Don Sampson, Windsor        102    35:27    55   M50-54    27     7:08  

   59. Stan Yasuhara,              176    35:29    56   M50-54    28     7:09  

   61. Michael Gilfix, Palo Alto    46    36:01    57   M50-54    29     7:15  

   62. Gene French, San Bruno       39    36:03    58   M55-59    16     7:16  

   63. Ken Noel,                     5    36:21    59   M60-64     9     7:19  

   64. Bivens Rodger, Los Altos    216    36:51    60   M60-64    10     7:25  

   65. Don Way, Palo Alto          123    37:08    61   M55-59    17     7:29  

   66. Glynn Wood, Monterey        126    37:10    62   M65-69     5     7:29  

   67. Robert Ludwig, Davis        139    37:13    63   M50-54    30     7:30  

   69. Robert Terry, Lafayette     114    37:36    64   M60-64    11     7:34  

   70. Donald Packwood,            178    37:39    65   M60-64    12     7:35  

   71. Steve Tsuchida, Cupertino   119    37:45    66   M50-54    31     7:36  

   72. Carey Gregg, Oakdale        135    38:01    67   M50-54    32     7:39  

   73. Ron Peck, Sacramento        209    38:05    68   M60-64    13     7:40  

   75. Richard Siciliano, San Ma   192    38:16    69   M55-59    18     7:42  

   76. Monty Schacht, Fairfield    105    38:23    70   M50-54    33     7:44  

   77. Ernst Bohn, Sebastopol       19    38:29    71   M60-64    14     7:45  

   78. James Allen, Monterey       213    38:36    72   M60-64    15     7:46  

   80. Richard Deyoung, Castro V   198    38:50    73   M60-64    16     7:49  

   82. William Flodberg, San Mar   151    39:00    74   M65-69     6     7:51  

   84. Willie Trujillo, Vacavill   118    39:08    75   M60-64    17     7:53  

   85. John Geer, San Carlos       204    39:14    76   M55-59    19     7:54  

   87. Michael Dziedzic, San Raf    34    39:42    77   M50-54    34     8:00  

   88. Abner Greene, Palo Alto      54    39:47    78   M60-64    18     8:01  

   89. Frank Spada, Morro Bay      143    39:51    79   M75-79     1     8:02  

   90. Bob Feldman, Saratoga       207    40:00    80   M60-64    19     8:03  

   91. Tom Zades, San Jose         149    40:13    81   M55-59    20     8:06  

   92. Sam Hirabayashi, San Rafa   158    40:15    82   M70-74     1     8:06  

   93. Ross Franco, Oakland        152    40:19    83   M60-64    20     8:07  

   94. D. Hoekstra,                630    40:33    84   M55-59    21     8:10  

   95. Unknown Unknown,            182    40:46    85   M55-59    22     8:13  

   96. Benjamin Black, San Franc    18    40:59    86   M55-59    23     8:15  

   97. Bill Winstanley, Morro Ba   148    41:15    87   M70-74     2     8:18  

   99. Bill Staack, Sacramento     144    41:21    88   M50-54    35     8:20  

  104. Arnold Richard, Atherton    208    42:23    89   M60-64    21     8:32  

  105. Thomas Walsh, San Francis   121    43:20    90   M70-74     3     8:44  

  106. Richard Cottrell, Menlo P    27    43:20    91   M60-64    22     8:44  

  107. Stanley Coombs, Pismo Bea   132    43:21    92   M75-79     2     8:44  

  111. Donald Soroka,              185    44:18    93   M65-69     7     8:55  

  116. Wayne Phillips, Orinda       90    45:18    94   M60-64    23     9:07  

  117. James Olson, San Mateo /     87    45:29    95   M60-64    24     9:10  

  120. Jim Myers, Santa Clara       84    46:04    96   M50-54    36     9:17  

  121. Phil Phythian, Mill Valle   215    46:09    97   M65-69     8     9:18  

  124. John Walsh, Oakland         217    46:33    98   M60-64    25     9:23  

  126. Edward Valencia, Santa Cr   120    46:38    99   M70-74     4     9:24  

  129. Mark Richard,               206    46:48   100   M70-74     5     9:26  

  131. Lou Fields, Alameda          37    46:55   101   M75-79     3     9:27  

  132. Ira Karp,                   179    47:42   102   M70-74     6     9:37  

  134. Arthur Curry, Oakland        30    48:17   103   M60-64    26     9:44  

  135. Walter M Bortz, Portola V    21    48:27   104   M70-74     7     9:46  

  137. David Jeong, Palo Alto      214    48:42   105   M70-74     8     9:49  

  138. George Urzdik, Santa Rosa   166    48:55   106   M55-59    24     9:51  

  139. Bob Graham, Morgan Hill     202    49:42   107   M55-59    25    10:01  

  140. Abraham Szoke, Fremont      112    49:49   108   M70-74     9    10:02  

  141. Steven Israel, Orinda       138    49:55   109   M60-64    27    10:03 
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  142. Barry Gilmore, Orinda        47    49:56   110   M60-64    28    10:04  

  146. John McCrillis,             173    51:14   111   M60-64    29    10:19  

  147. Roy Thomas, Berkeley        116    51:17   112   M65-69     9    10:20  

  148. Richard Roche, Los Altos    100    51:42   113   M60-64    30    10:25  

  150. Howard Hornig, Castro Val   161    51:49   114   M75-79     4    10:26  

  152. Jack Friedlander, San Mat   134    52:03   115   M80-84     1    10:29  

  153. Robert Sandie, Saratoga     103    52:43   116   M65-69    10    10:37  

  154. Roger Clark, Los Altos       24    53:21   117   M55-59    26    10:45  

  155. Cal Morris, Los Gatos       163    54:28   118   M75-79     5    10:58  

  156. Ivan Gendzel, Palo Alto      43    54:30   119   M70-74    10    10:59  

  157. Roland Carrothers, Moraga     7    54:57   120   M70-74    11    11:04  

  159. Bruce Oliver, Oakland        86    55:51   121   M70-74    12    11:15  

  161. Rick Thomas, Atascadero     115    56:43   122   M70-74    13    11:26  

  164. Darryl Beardall, Santa Ro   131    57:56   123   M65-69    11    11:40  

  165. Terry McNeill, Santa Rosa    77    57:57   124   M55-59    27    11:41 

  166. Bud Rubin, Palo Alto        101    57:59   125   M75-79     6    11:41  

  170. Jack Randolph, Bakersfiel    95    59:33   126   M65-69    12    12:00  

  171. Lefty Conover,              169    59:46   127   M60-64    31    12:02  

  172. Peter Wood, Stanford        127  1:00:03   128   M70-74    14    12:06  

 

 

A table on all time age graded leaders, prepared by Jim Turner in 1996.  

See next page for an explanation of age graded scoring prepared by Jim Turner 

and included with results of the 1992 8 K race.  
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